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Description
This webinar will discuss the findings of the Climate Change Vulnerability Assessment of Ontario’s Electrical
Transmission Sector report and how it contributes to a better understanding of the implications of climate
change for the electrical system in Ontario. The report focused on the high-voltage transmission system and
included:




A screening-level climate change and engineering vulnerability assessment of a major electrical
transmission station in southern Ontario, including high voltage electrical transmission components
within the station and major high-voltage circuits into and out of the station; and,
A first order evaluation of the types of adaptation measures that could be used to help manage severe
weather and climate change-related risks across a broader set of transmission system segments.

Conducted over the 2013-2015 time period, the study was overseen by the Power System Planning staff of
the Ontario Power Authority, since amalgamated with Ontario’s Independent Electricity System Operator
(IESO), and made use of the Public Infrastructure Engineering Vulnerability Committee (PIEVC) Protocol, an
Engineers Canada-developed engineering vulnerability assessment tool.
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As Project Manager with the Ontario Climate Consortium (OCC), Ian's role is to
build and sustain partnerships between researchers, policymakers, and planners
that mobilize knowledge and best practice in support of the transition to a low
carbon and climate resilient Ontario. He has a particular focus on the energy sector,
where he is working on both mitigation and adaptation issues as a co-director of
the SSHRC-funded Community Energy Knowledge Action Partnership.
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development projects. Joel is an active contributor to Engineers Canada’s
engineering assessment of the vulnerability of Canadian infrastructure to climate
change, having had a central role in the drafting and ongoing refinement of the
PIEVC Engineering Protocol. He has also managed and facilitated numerous climate
change vulnerability and risk assessments across Canada and internationally. Joel
has a B.Sc. in Chemistry and an M.Sc. in Chemical Engineering; both from Queen’s
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Simon has extensive experience conducting research and analyses to inform
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